MVAH ZOOM BOOK CLUB
June 16, 2022
Next MVAH ZOOM Book Club July 21, 3PM

Host: Barbara Brennan
Attendees:
Carol Mattaino
Sarah Tatum
Betsy Stephens

Louise McLean
Robert McLean
Norma Brodsky

NOTE: I think in the beginning we decided to limit the books discussed to one or maybe
two, but no more. It was suggested to expand a bit more on the book, the author – at
least a paragraph about it and why you are recommending it. Thank you!
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1. Louise McLean– Where Do We Go from Here by Bernie Sanders. 2018. 288
pages.
The inspiring national bestseller from the U. S. Senator and leading Democratic
candidate for president―about the fierce fight for democracy and social justice,
and what we need to do next.
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2. Sarah Tatum – Clock Dance by Anne Tyler. 2018. 304 pages.
Eleven-year-old Willa Drake struggles to keep things together in the face of her
mother's dramatic and disruptive behavior. As a young woman, she seeks stability
in an early marriage, leaving college to build a steady and predictable
environment for herself and her family.
3. Robert McLean – The Hidden History of Guns and the Second Amendment by
Thom Hartmann. 2019. 192 pages.
Taking his typically in-depth, historically informed view, Thom Hartmann
examines the brutal role guns have played in American history, from the genocide
of the Native Americans to the enforcement of slavery (Slave Patrols are in fact
the Second Amendment’s “well-regulated militias”) and the racist post-Civil War
social order. He shows how the NRA and conservative Supreme Court justices
used specious logic to invent a virtually unlimited individual right to own guns,
which has enabled the ever-growing number of mass shootings in the United
States. But Hartmann also identifies a handful of powerful, commonsense
solutions that would break the power of the gun lobby and restore the
understanding of the Second Amendment that the Framers of the Constitution
intended. This is the kind of brief, brilliant analysis for which Hartmann is justly
renowned. (Publisher comments)
4. Carol Mattaino – Eleanor by David Michaelis (biography of Eleanor Roosevelt).
2020. 720 pages.
Prizewinning bestselling author David Michaelis presents a breakthrough portrait
of Eleanor Roosevelt, America's longest-serving First Lady, an avatar of democracy
whose ever-expanding agency as diplomat, activist, and humanitarian made her
one of the world's most widely admired and influential women.
In the first single-volume cradle-to-grave portrait in six decades, acclaimed
biographer David Michaelis delivers a stunning account of Eleanor Roosevelt's
remarkable life of transformation. An orphaned niece of President Theodore
Roosevelt, she converted her Gilded Age childhood of denial and secrecy into an
irreconcilable marriage with her ambitious fifth cousin Franklin. Despite their
inability to make each other happy, Franklin Roosevelt transformed Eleanor from
a settlement house volunteer on New York's Lower East Side into a matching
partner in New York's most important power couple in a generation.
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5. Barbara Brennan – Three Sisters, Three Queens by Philippa Gregory. 2017. 592
pages.
There is only one bond that I trust and that is between a woman and her sisters.
Only the three of us are indissoluble. We never take our eyes off each other. In
love and rivalry, we always think of each other.'
When Katherine of Aragon is brought to the Tudor court as a young bride, the
oldest princess, Margaret, takes her measure. With one look, each knows the
other for a rival, an ally, a pawn, destined – with Margaret’s younger sister Mary –
to a sisterhood unique in all the world. The three sisters will become the queens
of England, Scotland and France.
United by family loyalties and affections, the three queens find themselves set
against each other. Katherine commands an army against Margaret and kills her
husband James IV of Scotland. But Margaret’s boy becomes heir to the Tudor
throne when Katherine loses her son. Mary steals the widowed Margaret’s
proposed husband, but when Mary is widowed, it is her secret marriage for love
that is the envy of the others. As they experience betrayals, dangers, loss and
passion, the three sisters find that the only constant in their perilous lives is their
special bond, more powerful than any man, even a king.
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